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Fake News 
in Politics



Fake news is a growing problem



Agenda:
- Incremental Updates on our

previous research
- What’s new in 2018: Fake news 

and social manipulations
- Observations: New Tools and 

Methods
- Some techniques for Detection and 

Attribution
- Conclusions



Observation #0:
If we are looking for bots,
we will not find many of
them. A lot of content is 
prepared and promoted by 
hand. Automation tools 
could be in use



��� is a proliferating business
model.. :-) 



Use of automation on social media

- Followers and Fan base
- Astroturfing .. - Followers

- Astroturfing
- Influencing opinion
- News and Events promotions
- Spam and Scam campaigns

We will discuss some of these in this session



Observation #1:
Campaigns use
geographically specific and
popular tools for audience 
targeting



WhatsApp
Was used in in Brazil
To boost a candidate.



Media control in Venesuela: google made bypass 
tools



Observation #2:
Use of Information 
manipulation Techniques,
such as Focus Shifting





The page in question later was 
removed.. But interesting development 
took place.



The actual flow of events..



Interesting WIRED
insight



Amplification effect by innocent victims 



Fake news? Also fake videos…





I’ve been asked before: 
have you seen Fake News 
in Taiwan. And I said –
No J



Just watch the news J



Any 
significant 
research on
Taiwan?

Lets look 
at  one 
study! J
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”Computational Propaganda in Taiwan” Paper 
Findings!

Twitter < Line ,  FacebookPTT (���)



”Computational Propaganda in Taiwan” Paper 
Findings!

���� – line bot



http://blogs.oii.ox.ac.uk/polit
icalbots/wp-
content/uploads/sites/89/20
17/06/Comprop-Taiwan-2.pdf

The paper can be read here:

http://blogs.oii.ox.ac.uk/politicalbots/wp-content/uploads/sites/89/2017/06/Comprop-Taiwan-2.pdf


Economical 
manipulation



Economical games through Social Media





Oh oh!







What else could be 
Fake?
Maybe Tech 
Support?!



Looks legit, right? ;-)











Monetization





Fake News in 
Crisis Management or
when censorship is
good?









Technologies and tools 
behind the scene



Social Media Analysis tools



Also helpful
When tracking
Script kiddie 
groups



Useful Datasets to experiment with



More Datasets



Russian MFA Fake news
Catalog 

http://www.mid.ru/nedostovernie-publikacii



Tools in 
underground
And their
impact



Bots: Easier than before





Twitter, Instagram: 
artificial manipulations



Twitter: is doing well at bot detection!
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